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Financial

Property Insurance Exposures

• Insurance expenditure is almost always one of the top three 
association expenses. Any shift in the insurance market has an 
enormous effect on the association’s cash flow and budget. A 
changing rate environment can create a lot of uncertainty.

• According to the Insurance Information Institute, Florida has 
over $4 trillion in estimated value of insured coastal properties 
vulnerable to hurricanes*

*Source: Insurance Information Institute



Financial

Property Insurance Exposures

The Property Insurance expenditure typically accounts for 
anywhere from 

70%-90% 
of the association’s overall insurance spend





Financial

The Insurance Market is Global

• Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria brought devastation across 
much of the southeast and the Caribbean, together creating 
insured losses estimated at $93 billion with a full assessment of 
the insured losses still ongoing.*

• The economic losses from these three disasters will be much 
higher given the significant flood damage – often uninsured –
from hurricane Harvey in densely populated Houston, Texas, an 
extended power outage in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria, 
and post-event loss amplification.

*Source: Property and Casualty 360; Dec. 2017



Financial

Property Insurance Environment

• Global insured losses from catastrophes in 2017 are estimated 
to be $136 billion, the third highest on record 

• 2017 is also the second costliest hurricane season after 2005. 
The U.S. was hit the hardest, with historic losses from 
hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria.

*Source: Insurance Information Institute



Financial

Excluded from Insured Losses

• Losses under the deductible
• Landscaping
• Signage
• Outdoor property
• Wind Driven Rain



Financial

Who	is	writing	Condo/HOA	
Property	Insurance	in	Florida?





Financial

Carriers are writing again in Florida

• Admitted Companies:
• Philadelphia
• American Coastal Insurance Company
• QBE
• Zurich
• American Strategic Insurance Company
• Everest

• Non Admitted Companies:
• Everest
• Empire
• Lexington
• AMRISC
• Excess and Suplus lines layered programs



Financial

Current Rate Environment

• Despite the losses in 2017, rates have not spiked up

• Carriers still have capacity for more business

• A competitive carrier environment still exists 



Financial

Current Deductible Environment

• Types of deductibles
• Buy downs
• All Other Wind
• All Other Peril
• A competitive environment still exists 



Questions


